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To this day, the romantic notion that Marco Polo brought pasta from china to Italy 

remains, despite considerable evidence that he did not. Even if pasta is not quite as 

old as Italians would like, it has been securely documented in Italy before 1295, when 

Marco Polo returned from china. In 1279, a basket of dried pasta was recorded 

in the estate inventory of a genoese soldier, indicating its value. By 1400, it was 

being produced commercially, in shops that retained night watchmen to protect the 

goods. The maccheroni, as dried pasta was known, was kneaded by foot: men trod 

on dough to make it malleable enough to roll out, and then the dough was extruded 

through pierced dies under great pressure, a task accomplished by a large screw 

press powered by two men or one horse.

Ever Enduring: Dry Pasta
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THE PHILOSOPHER ENTREPRENEUR

Thirty years ago, a successful industrialist 
decided to devote himself to his great 
passion: wine-making. And so began a 
fascinating and complex story of three very 
important estates in Tuscany. 

The purchase and restoration of an 
historic monastery (dating from 1000) at 
Castelnuovo Berardenga, in the heart of 
the Siena Chianti Classico area, the 
present day Castello di Monastero.

Montalcino, the homeland of one of the 
most famous wines in the world, saw the 
acquisition and renovation of the 
Coldisole estate.

Lastly, the foundation of Poggio alle 

Sughere in the Tuscan Maremma area.
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The flour used to make dry pasta—semolina—is 
granular, like sugar, and has a warm golden color. 
Semolina is milled from durum wheat (durum meaning 
“hard”), a much harder grain than the more common 
wheat used to make regular flour. Durum wheat is 
suited to the soil and weather of Sicily and campania, 
especially the region around naples, and so the 
pasta industry initially developed there. naples had 
a perfect climate for drying pasta: the alternation of 
mild sea breezes and hot winds from Mount vesuvius 
ensured that the pasta would not dry too slowly, 
and thus become moldy, or too fast, and thus crack 
or break. In 18th-century naples, it was common to 
see pasta hung everywhere to dry—in the streets, on 

balconies, on roofs. neapolitan street vendors sold 
cooked spaghetti from stalls with charcoal-fired stoves, 
working with bowls of grated Romano cheese beside 
them. customers would follow the example of the 
barkers, who lifted the long strands high and dropped 
them into their mouths. Indeed, pasta was originally 
street food, and there was no need for forks! 

Today, dry pasta comes in many different shapes, 
colors, and even flavors. versatile, delicious, nutritious, 
simple to make, and satisfying to eat, pasta has 
become a universally favorite food whose nuances 
and combinations are infinite.

It’s All in the Wheat

n gauging portion sizes is always tricky. The standard 
portion in Italy, and the size usually recommended on 
packages, is two ounces. 

n cook pasta in abundantly salted water at a full 
rolling boil so that the pasta will keep moving as it 
cooks and not stick together.

n Add the pasta all at once. And don’t add oil to the 
cooking water, as it reduces the starch on the pasta’s 
surface. only use oil when cooking long or large 
shapes, such as lasagna noodles, in order to keep 
them from sticking.

n Always combine pasta with the sauce, and let the 
two cook together for a minute or so before final 
seasoning and serving.

n A dish of dressed pasta should be flowing, not 
sticky or soupy. All the pieces should be separate and 
have a uniform texture.

n Add a last touch of extra-virgin olive oil, either 
drizzled into the pasta and sauce as they simmer 
together or drizzled over the pasta on the plate. It 
makes a plate of pasta “smile.”

n Stir in grated cheeses at the very end, after you 
remove the pasta and sauce from the heat and just 
before you plate it.

n Pasta should be served hot and as soon as it’s 
ready. To serve, make a little pasta nest, or nido. The 
pasta will be more contained and will stay nice and 
hot.

n cooked, dry pasta should have a clean, slightly 
nutty flavor and, above all, a texture that stays firm 
until you finish eating. 

LIDIA’S PASTA TIPS
From looking through the cellophane, you can’t much tell how 
dried pasta will cook or taste. It should have an even buff color, 
and don’t be alarmed if you see tiny black spots—semolina is 
milled much more coarsely than ordinary flour, and flecks of 
bran usually show. A finely pitted, dull surface is far preferable to 
a glossy one—it suggests that the pasta was made with a bronze 
die and will hold sauce better.
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AL DENTE

Al dente literally means “to the 
tooth,” but it means much more 
than that in Italian. Al dente is 

a sensation of slight resistance, 
generated by the pressure 

of chewing, and it is a very 
important part of the overall 

enjoyment of eating dry pasta 
that has been properly cooked.
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3 dozen littleneck clams,  
cleaned and shucked 

1 cup extra-virgin olive oil

2 cloves garlic, sliced

15 castelvetrano olives, 
or other green olives, 
pitted, reserving a few 
olives for slicing and 
finishing the pasta

6 slices speck  
(or bacon, if preferred)

chEF nIcoTRA’S WhoLE WhEAT 
oREcchIETTE WITh LITTLEnEck 
cLAMS & cASTELvETRAno oLIvE-
SPEck PESTo FRoM FELIDIA 
Serves 6

To cLEAn AnD Shuck ThE cLAMS: You will 
need a clam knife—don’t use a paring or regular 
knife. Place the clams in a large bowl of cold water 
and swish them to clean the shells. Scrub the shells 
with a stiff brush. Dump the cleaned clams into a 
colander, and when all are scrubbed, rinse them 
under cold water. 

With your hands over a bowl to catch the juices, 
place a clam in the palm of your hand so the hinge 
and smooth side of the shell rest against the fleshy 
part of your palm. With your other hand, insert the 
blade of the knife between the two shells and, with a 
little pressure, wiggle the blade between the shells. 
Pry the shells apart and work the blade of the knife 
along the top shell to free the clam and cut through 
the muscles that hold the shells together. Twist off the 
top shell and discard. Run the knife along the bottom 
shell and cut through the two muscles to completely 
free the clam. Strain the juice that was released by 
the clams through a fine sieve to catch all the grit. 

To MAkE ThE SAucE: chop the clams. In a large 
skillet, add 1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil and 
half the sliced garlic, and gently sauté the garlic until 
it is lightly golden brown. Remove the skillet from the 
heat and add the chopped clams and clam juice. Stir 
gently and set aside.

In a blender, add the olives, speck, parsley, and the 
rest of the garlic. Slowly add the oil and blend until 
creamy. 

In a large pot of salted boiling water, add the 
orecchiette and cook until just al dente. Drain the 
pasta well and add to the skillet with the clams to 
finish cooking over low heat. Finish with the blended 
pesto and a pinch of peperoncino for an extra kick. 
Remove the pits from the remaining olives and slice 
each into 4 pieces. Top the finished pasta with the 
olive pieces and serve.

1/2 cup parsley, 
chopped

Salt

1 pound whole-
wheat orecchiette  
(can substitute plain 
orecchiette)

Pinch of 
peperoncino, or 
crushed red pepper 
flakes (optional)
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There’s an overwhelming number of dry pasta cuts in Italy, literally 
hundreds of them. Most are named for the shapes they resemble, some 
have significance only to the regions that name them, while a few were 
created for a specific type of sauce. 

There are three main types of dry pasta: short, long, and various 
pastine, or little pastas. Short pasta has the widest range, with more 
than a hundred distinctive shapes. The main difference in long pastas 
is diameter, while the pastine are pastas used mainly in soups.

SHAPING UP PASTA

2 pounds ground veal

1/2 cup extra-virgin olive 
oil

1 clove garlic, minced

1 medium onion, minced

1 carrot, minced

4 stalks celery, minced

2 tablespoons basil, 
chopped

2 tablespoons parsley, 
chopped

5 1/2 cups canned 
tomatoes, hand crushed 

chEF gALLAghER’S BoLognESE 
FRoM BEcco 
Serves 6

To MAkE ThE SAucE: In a large skillet, cook the 
ground veal by breaking it into small pieces and 
cooking until lightly brown. Drain the fat and set 
cooked veal aside.

In a large pot, add the olive oil, garlic, onion, carrot, 
and celery, and sauté until the vegetables are 
translucent in color, about 6 to 8 minutes. 

Add the basil, parsley, tomatoes, red wine, ground 
veal, water, veal stock, and cinnamon stick. Stir until 
well combined with the vegetable mixture. Season 
with the crushed red pepper, salt, and black pepper 
to taste. Bring to a soft boil and let simmer, uncovered, 
for 30 to 45 minutes. 

Meanwhile, in a large pot of salted boiling water, 
cook the rigatoni until al dente. 

When the sauce is finished cooking, stir in the butter 
and heavy cream, and continue to let simmer for an 
additional 5 to 10 minutes. 

Drain the rigatoni and add the pasta to the sauce pot 
to finish cooking. Remove from the heat and stir in the 
cheese. Serve immediately. 

1 cup red wine

1 cup water

2 cups veal stock

1/2 cinnamon stick

1/4 teaspoon crushed 
red pepper

Salt and freshly ground 
black pepper, to taste

1 1/2 pounds rigatoni

1 teaspoon butter

4 ounces heavy cream

1/4 cup grana 
Padano, grated 
(optional)

short Pastas—tubular

RIgATonI: large, ridged, and 
sometimes slightly curved tubes with 
square-cut ends (unlike diagonally cut 
penne) 

ZITI (like a hose): medium-size, thin tubes, 
sometimes featuring ridges 

PEnnE (quills): straight tubes cut 
diagonally at the ends to resemble the 
end of a quill, like a quill pen

LuMAchE (snails): variably sized pasta 
shaped like a snail’s shell

PAcchERI: an oversized version of 
tubular-shaped rigatoni, only without 
ridges

short Pastas—tubular, 
with a twist

RADIAToRE (radiators): small squares 
with ridges that “radiate” outward

RoTInI: twisted pasta—like fusilli, only 
shorter

short Pastas—
distinctive shaPes

RuoTE: small wagon wheels

FARFALLE (butterfly): small rectangles 
that have been pinched together in the 
middle; also known as bowtie pasta

FuSILLI (little spindles): corkscrew twists

ToFE (like a shell): medium-size seashells

oREcchIETTE (little ears): a unique 
pasta shape originating from Puglia

conchIgLIE (conch shells): a popular 
shell-shaped small pasta

long Pastas

SPAghETTI (a length of cord): long, thin, 
round strands of pasta 

vERMIcELLI (little worms): round strands 
that are thinner than spaghetti yet thicker 
than superfine angel hair 

cAPELLInI (fine hairs): thin, long strands 
of round pasta—like angel hair, only 
slightly thicker 

LInguInE (little tongues): from Liguria, 
long flat strips that are thinner than 
fettuccine 

BucATInI: from buco, Italian for 
“hole”—a hollow version of spaghetti, like 
a thin drinking straw

PERcIATELLI: large hollow strands—a 
close, wider cousin of bucatini 

FETTuccInE (string): flat sheets cut into 
ribbon strands

cAnDELE (candle): long hollow tubes, 
designed to be the same length—
unsurprisingly—as your average candle!

cAnnELLonI (large reeds): rectangle 
shapes of flat pasta dough that are filled 
and then rolled into large tube shapes 

Pastine

AnELLInI (small rings): tiny o-shaped 
rings used in soups 

oRZo (grains): looks like barley and 
often used as an alternative to rice

DITALI (fingers): ditali are things that can 
fit around a finger. Pasta-wise, this makes 
for small, ring-like tubes 

SEME DI MELonE (seeds of melon): a 
small seed-shaped pasta used primarily 
in soups
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vEgETABLE SAucES
For a chunky vegetable sauce, 
choose pasta cuts with lots of 
nooks and crannies or deep 
crevices to catch and hold the 
vegetables.
Pasta suggestions: fusilli, 
orecchiette, conchiglie

SAucIng PASTA 
Different sauces work best when paired with specific 
shapes of pasta. Whatever the sauce, the pasta 
should be coated but not suffocated by it.

chEESE SAucES 
cheese sauces adhere best 
to small pasta cuts with lots of 
surface area. 
Pasta suggestions: fusilli, farfalle, 
maccheroni, penne, shells

1 28-ounce can peeled Italian 
plum tomatoes

3/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil

3 cloves garlic, sliced

Salt

1 sprig rosemary

1 pound paccheri, or similar 
large tubular pasta

1 cup fresh ricotta

1/2 cup ricotta salata (optional)

To MAkE ThE SAucE: Pass the tomatoes through a 
food mill fitted with the fine disc. heat 3 tablespoons 
of the olive oil over medium heat in a 2- to 3-quart 
saucepan. Add 2 sliced garlic cloves and sauté until 
lightly colored. Add the tomatoes and bring to a boil. 
Lower the heat so the sauce is at a lively simmer, and 
cook, stirring occasionally, until thickened, about 30 
minutes. Season with salt to taste. 

In a sauté pan, add 3 tablespoons of olive oil, the 
remaining garlic clove, and an intact sprig of rosemary. 
Sauté 3 to 4 minutes, and be sure not to burn the 
rosemary. Add the tomato sauce and simmer over low 
heat, stirring occasionally, for about 10 minutes. 

To ASSEMBLE: In a large pot of boiling salted water, 
cook the paccheri until al dente, about 8 to 12 minutes. 
Drain the pasta well and add it to the sauce, stirring to 
combine, and finish cooking. Remove the skillet from 
the heat and stir in the fresh ricotta. If you like, add the 
ricotta salata at this time. Finish with a drizzle of extra-
virgin olive oil. 

ThE SuMMER vERSIon 
Add to ingredients:

1 medium eggplant, skin removed and sliced into 
1/3-inch slices

2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

Salt 

Soak the eggplant slices in salted water for at least a 
few hours or overnight. Remove from the water and 
pat dry. 

Arrange the slices on a baking sheet. Brush with extra 
virgin olive oil and salt liberally. Bake at 400°F for 10 
minutes. Follow the procedures to make the sauce and 
to assemble, and once you have plated the pasta, top 
with slices of the roasted eggplant.

PAcchERI WITh ToMATo AnD RIcoTTA FRoM FELIDIA
Serves 6

chef Fortunato nicotra, Felidia
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BuTTER SAucES 
Long pastas are best with butter. 
A little bit of sauce goes a long 
way to coat them evenly. 
Suggestions: linguine, fettucine

oIL-BASED SAucES 
Pesto and other oil-based sauces are 
excellent for keeping long, thin cuts 
from clumping together. They also coat 
noodles more evenly than they would 
smaller pasta or pasta with lots of 
crevices.
Suggestions: bucatini, spaghetti, trenette

MEAT SAucES  
Two completely different pasta cuts 
are commonly used with meat ragu. In 
northern Italy, wide, fresh egg noodles 
are traditionally paired with meat sauce, 
while in southern Italy small cuts of dried 
pasta are used. 
Suggestions: maccheroni, fusilli, 
pappardelle, tagliatelle 

SouPS 
nearly any small cut is the right 
pasta for soup. The size you 
choose all depends on how 
many pieces of pasta you prefer 
in each spoonful. 
Suggestions: tubetti, 
maccheroncini 

3 pounds fresh nettles (1 pound 
cooked), blanched in boiling 
water for 1-2 minutes, drained 
and patted dry

1 bunch parsley

1/4 cup pine nuts

1/2 cup grana Padano

3 cloves garlic

Salt and freshly ground 
black pepper

1 cup olive oil

1/2 bunch asparagus, sliced 
on the bias, in to 1/4 inch-thick 
pieces

1 1/2 pounds fusilli

To PREPARE ThE nETTLES: With rubber gloves 
on, pick the nettle leaves from the stems. Wash well 
under cool water and pat dry. Blanch the nettles in 
boiling water for about 1-2 minutes, and quickly 
shock in ice-cold water. Be sure that the leaves are 
completely dry before making the pesto. 

To MAkE ThE PESTo: In a food processor, combine 
the nettles, parsley, pine nuts, grana Padano, garlic, 
and salt & pepper. Pulse together, and add the 
olive oil in a stream until all the ingredients are well 
combined. 

In a potted of boiling water, blanch the asparagus 
for a few minutes. Drain and shock in ice-cold water. 

In a large pot of boiling salted water, cook the fusilli 
until al dente. Drain and reserve 1/4 cup of the pasta 
cooking water. 

Add the pasta back to pot and pour in the pesto and 
the reserved cooking water. Toss in the asparagus 
pieces and stir well to combine. 

Finish with grated grana Padano and extra virgin 
olive oil. Serve immediately. 

FuSILLI WITh nETTLES PESTo AnD ASPARAguS FRoM BEcco
Serves 6–8

chef Billy gallagher, Becco 

Look for the Fusilli with nettles Pesto and 
Asparagus as part of the Sinfonia di Pasta, 
Becco’s renowned tableside service of the 
chef’s three daily pasta preparations.
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oLIo Nuovo AnD Novello
onE oF chEF nIcoTRA’S FAvoRITE MEMoRIES AS A chILD AnD A gREAT RITuAL FoR ITALIAnS IS ThE AnnuAL TASTIng oF FREShLY PRESSED oLIvE oIL.  
ThE hARvEST oF gREEn oLIvES DuRIng novEMBER PRovIDES ThIS TRADITIonAL TREAT. nEW oLIvE oIL IS cALLED Nuovo In ThE noRTh AnD Novello  
In ThE SouTh, BoTh WoRDS MEAnIng nEW oR FRESh. FoR ExTRA-vIRgIn oLIvE oIL, ThIS MEAnS PIQuAnT, ZESTY, unFILTERED, AnD coMPLETELY 
unTAMED BY DEcAnTATIon. 
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ZISoLA Sicily
The Mazzei family estate in Sicily is just 
outside the magnificent town of noto, a 
town celebrated for its incredible Baroque 
architecture. At Zisola, the olive trees are 
trimmed in a vase shape to allow sunlight 
to reach the olive fruit within, assuring 
even ripening. The resulting oil is golden 
green in color and has heady aromas of 
almonds, apple, and green grass, with 
layers of fruity flavor.

Pairings: Insalata caprese—it is luscious 
with tomatoes and mozzarella.

FRAnToIo DI SoMMAIA 
Tuscany
Just east of Florence, near the small town 
of calenzano, is the Frantoio di Sommaia 
farm, where the Martini Bernardi family 
has produced olive oil for nearly 200 
years. Their oil is deep green in color 
and rustic and complex on the palate, 
with notes of pepper and apple, and it 
expresses aromas of artichoke and fresh-
cut grass.

Pairings: use as a condiment with steamed 
vegetables, drizzle over Tuscan beans, or 
use to dress a bed of fresh greens.

oLIo vERDE Sicily
gianfranco Becchina, an art collector and 
international antiquities dealer, produces 
oil at the estate of Prince Pignatelli at 
castelvetrano in Sicily, using 100 percent 
nocellara del Belice olives. The olives from 
this tree are very round, like a walnut, for 
which it was named. The oil is deep green 
and has hints of fresh-cut grass, with full, 
round olive fruit notes and a light peppery 
finish.

Pairings: Perfect with grilled fish, zuppa di 
pesce, stewed white beans, and grilled 
meats.

chef nicotra: 
The olive oil Sommelier

Much like wine, extra-virgin olive oils are pure expressions of terroir, 
reflecting the soil composition, climate, and types of olives used by the 
producer. Each region of Italy produces oils with completely different 
tastes: Ligurian olive oil is light and delicate with a buttery taste; Tuscan 
olive oil has an herbaceous taste with a pungent, peppery bite; Sicilian 
olive oil is somewhat grassy and robust, generally rounder with a more 
pronounced fruit flavor. 

chef Fortunato nicotra has olive oil running through his veins. It’s his passion, and he thinks about olive 
oil like a sommelier thinks about wine. he researches, tastes, and tests each flavor profile so that he can 
determine the best food pairings. chef nicotra chooses his olive oils by looking at the producer, variety of 
olives, specific region in which the olives are grown, and, most important, harvest date. 

As the most basic and essential key to many Italian dishes, the right olive 
oils are chosen with great care by nicotra to complement his dishes. In 
the dining room at Felidia, particular olive oils match and finish off the 
dishes. Although his favorite region is Sicily, these are a selection of some 
of nicotra’s preferred olive oils.

TEnuTA DI cAPEZZAnA 
Tuscany
The estate of Tenuta di capezzana 
is northwest of Florence in the small 
wine-growing region of carmignano. 
Producing oil since 804 A.D., capezzana 
picks the olives when they are green, 
which gives the oil a classic Tuscan flavor 
profile: a golden to bright green color, 
with essences of green grass, green 
apple, black pepper, and a light bitter 
note on the palate. A nearly perfect 
balance of fruity and bitter olive flavors. 

Pairings: Drizzle on fettunta (toasted 
bread rubbed with garlic), topped with a 
sprinkle of sea salt; or pour liberally over 
farro salad with arugula and pecorino 
cheese. 

u TRAPPITu Sicily
Located on rolling hills, just above sea 
level, between the Sicilian towns of 
Masala and Trapani, the Terre di Shemir 
farm blends three different olive types—
biancolilla, cerasuola, and nocellara del 
Belice—to make the u Trappitu Intenso. 
The oil is off-green in color, verging on 
yellow, and has a fresh aroma—slightly 
lemony with lots of fresh-hewn grass. It has 
a distinct personality with a rich, strong 
taste and notes of artichokes. 

Pairings: A perfect oil for Sicilian dishes, 
red meats, and much more.

RAInERI Liguria
Raineri is from Liguria, the Italian Riviera. 
Raineri’s “gold Foil” extra-virgin olive oil 
(the foil protects the oil from the harmful 
effects of sunlight) is unfiltered, which gives 
the oil a more pronounced olive flavor 
and a slightly cloudier clarity. The oil is 
pressed from mature, fully ripened olives, 
giving it a golden color and soft, mild, 
buttery-fruity flavor. 

Pairings: goes with most anything, but is 
especially excellent drizzled over fish, or 
even goat cheese and greens.

cEPPo AnTIco Liguria
The Marco family has been producing 
olive oil for five generations on the coast 
of Liguria, where the olive groves are 
perched above the white-sand beach and 
azure shoreline of the Mediterranean 
Sea. The oil is golden yellow and has a 
gentle floral aroma. close to the French 
style, this oil is delicate, smooth, and fruity 
with a faint hint of almond. 

Pairings: Perfect with poached fish or fish 
stew, ideal for making mayonnaise and 
pesto, and is also good with spicy foods.

PRIMo Sicily
Frantoi cutrera is a family-run farm 
spanning about 50 hectares in 
chiaramonte gulfi, right in the heart of 
the hyblaen Mountains in southeastern 
Sicily. This full-bodied oil is fresh, fruity, and 
intense with notes of pronounced green 
tomato and lasting notes of aromatic fresh 
herbs. 

Pairings: Roasted meats and fish, soups 
and salads, bruschette, grilled fish, game, 
greens, and grilled vegetables.

ALEx nEMBER Lombardy
Bored with his architectural career, Alex 
nember dedicated his life to producing 
the best olive oil in the world. As the owner 
of the appropriately named Frattoria 
il Paradiso (Paradise Farm), on the 
Lombardy side of Lake garda in northern 
Italy, his Essenza d´oliva expresses hints 
of lemon, as well as a trace of sweetness, 
with a barely noticeable bitterness, very 
nuanced, insinuating a slight spice in the 
finish.

Pairings: grilled meat and fish, and 
bruschette.
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By this point in wine history, most casual wine drinkers are familiar with (or have at least heard of) Super-Tuscans, referring to 
a class of Tuscan red wine. Quickly and quietly, a group of “super” white wines have been emerging from the northern Italian 
region of Friuli, taking on the moniker Super-Friulian. Much like their Tuscan counterparts, these wines are often blends of 
international varietals like chardonnay, sauvignon, and riesling with the indigenous malvasia, ribolla gialla, picolit, or friulano. 

WInE

A JoB FoR ThE 
SuPER-FRIuLIAnS

The friulano grape is really the pride of the region—no 
hidden fact, considering its moniker—but up until 
2006, the grape was known as tocai friulano, or 
simply tocai. (Though unrelated, the name tocai is also 
associated with the famous hungarian dessert wine, 
Tokaj. As a concession to hungary on its joining the 
European union, the name tocai was dropped and 
the bottlings are now labeled friulano.) Despite the 
name change, and having met a similar fate to that of 
the Alsatian grape, tocai pinot gris, most people still 
refer to the wine as tocai—and if you order a glass of 
tocai at Felidia, everyone knows what you mean.

Regardless of what you call it, this grape varietal 
thrives in Friuli, and it makes great wine. Situated 
in the rolling foothills of the Alps, the colli, or hills of 
the region, afford a perfect setting for the production 
of stellar white wines. The region’s cool nights and 
warm days provide the diurnal temperature variation 
necessary to ripen grapes but still keep acidity 
high—the key for great white wine production. It is this 
freshness and liveliness that enable the wines to be 

an especially versatile and food-friendly group. The 
Super-Friulian whites can sometimes see a bit of oak 
aging, producing a creamy and soft texture to the wine 
while also imparting a hint of oak or buttery flavors. 
however, because of the cooler climate in which 
they are grown, the wines retain a vibrant acidity 
and zip often missing from warmer-climate whites. It 
is not unusual to see upward of five grapes blended 
together, with each individual variety contributing a 
flavor—fresh green herbs from the sauvignon, almond 
notes from the friulano, a touch of honey from the 
picolit, all rounded out by rich apple and pear flavors 
from the chardonnay. These harmonious blends of 
local and international varietals are staking their claim 
as world-class white wines. Whether the Jermann 
mineral-laden, powerfully aromatic vintage Tunina or 
the rich, mouth-filling Bastianich vespa Bianco, full of 
citrus, white flowers, and honey, these Super-Friulians 
are proof that there is more to the Italian wine world 
than just great reds.

Terredora Greco di Tufo

The area of Irpinia in the campania region of southern Italy is 
well known for its local grape varieties, such as aglianico, greco, 
and fiano. The wines are produced from hillside vineyards and 
from ancient vines, many planted literally into the sides of dormant 
volcanoes. This assures that the aromas of the grape are not 
burned away during the hot summer days. They are cool-climate 
wines in a hot-climate region. A good example of wines from this 
region is the Terredora greco di Tufo, which shows pale gold 
reflections with a rich and powerfully aromatic nose of apricot, 
apple, peach, and citrus fruits. on the palate, it is full-bodied, soft, 
and well balanced, with excellent acidity.

coldisole rosso di MonTalcino

Located in Tuscany, Lionello Marchesi’s 
vineyard, coldisole (hill of the Sun), 
produces the Rosso di Montalcino, made 
exclusively from the sangiovese grape. 
Aged for eight months in small oak barrels, 
followed by eight months in the bottle, 
Rosso is a very approachable wine and 
exhibits violet and raspberry flavors, 
boasting excellent structure.

cAMPAnIA SPoTLIghT TuScAnY SPoTLIghT

by nicholas Finger, Sommelier at Felidia
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MY REcEnT TRAvELS To BRAZIL 

AnD ARgEnTInA gAvE ME 

Such WonDERFuL SuBJEcTS To 

PhoTogRAPh. ThIS coLLAgE IS oF 

ThE gRAPES gRoWIng on ThE 

vInES In MEnDoZA, ThE coLoRFuL 

houSES ALong ThE cAMInITo, 

A DELIcIouS ARRAY oF BLooD 

SAuSAgES AnD cARnE ASADA, 

A cARnEvALE PERFoRMER, ThE 

IguAZu FALLS, AnD ThE BEAuTIFuL 

DAncERS AT cAFé ToRTonI. 

MEMoRIES To LAST A LIFETIME! 
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TRAnScEnDIng cuLTuRE ThRough 

cuISInE

In Argentina, Lidia found the Italian connection 
very evident, both in the names of restaurants and 
ingredients used: “loads of pasta,” a tremendous 
use of tomatoes and vegetables, and even an Italian 
influence on Argentinean winemaking. Lidia went to 
the Mendoza province in western Argentina, where 
she and her son, Joe, are partners in a vineyard. She 
was delighted by what she witnessed. “I went to visit 
the family and it was extraordinary, because despite 
being so far away from Italy physically, human beings 
are so close,” she says. “It is amazing how the table 
really breaks barriers and unites people. Food is your 
roots—who you are and where you come from—and 
it was delightfully unexpected how willingly people 
carry that identity with them. It was incredible to see, 
for example, second-generation Italians still making 
a traditional maccheroni alla chitara [a specialty 
from the Abruzzo region]. Sometimes, traditions get 
more respect and are more upheld when you are so 
far away—it’s your link to your culture.” 

In contrast, Lidia found that the presence of Italian 
culture in Brazil manifested itself very differently, 
less visibly, being almost like a subculture. There 
were Italian restaurants and she met some incredible 
people of Italian heritage, but the “Italian-ness” 
of Brazil was not as obvious as experienced in 
Argentina. What Lidia did discover, however, was 
that the entire country buzzed with a certain rhythm 

to everything. “I loved it, from the food that is much 
more north African–influenced and also integrates 
more of the products of South America; and the 
language, Portuguese, which is very musical; to the 
music itself, the samba,” she explains. “I was there 
during carnavale, and the whole city of Rio seemed 
to be throbbing to the rhythm of the samba—from 8 
in the morning until dawn the next day—and you just 
can’t be a spectator. It’s like sitting on a drum—if it 
jumps, you jump to it, and it was great!” 

During her travels, Lidia never misses the opportunity 
to learn something new. “I always discover new 
ingredients and techniques on the road. one thing 
in particular that fascinated me in Argentina was 
the short ribs. In Italy, you think of braising short 
ribs because it’s from the part of an animal that is a 
little skinny and tough and needs to braise in Barolo 
wine. But in Argentina, they make it roasted on a spit, 
grilling it standing up a la cruse [on the cross]. The 
texture is different, but it’s just as delicious!”

In Brazil, Lidia also discovered cachaça, a spirit 
distilled from sugarcane. “I had it in a restaurant in 
San Paolo, and it was delicious! They did a roast 
chicken, pork shoulder, and beef strip, doused in 
cachaça. I also enjoyed a caphirinia, which they tell 
me is Brazil’s national cocktail. It was just fantastic 
and really fit the mood of carnavale.”

For Lidia Bastianich, food transcends culture. An immigrant herself, she has 
always been fascinated by how Italian culture and cuisine are incorporated 
into the American way of life. curious about how Italians have assimilated 
into other cultures around the world, Lidia took a trip this past winter to Brazil 
and Argentina, where Italians immigrated to in great numbers, especially 
during World War II. her interest focused on the impact immigrants had on 
the local cuisine, as well as how Italian dishes had evolved in families with 
Italian roots. 

In 2003, New York restaurateur Joe Bastianich, Argentine vintner Matías Mayol, and California winemaker 
Steve Clifton came together to create TriTono. The three men bring to this malbec their respective 
winemaking experiences and traditions, as well as a common love of food, wine, and music. Aptly named, 
a TriTono (or tritone) is a musical interval of three whole tones and is the gap between two notes played 
in succession or simultaneously. Some call it diabolus in musica, probably because it is devilishly difficult 
to teach singers not to sing it. When local artist Bernudez learned of TriTono, he immediately created the 
devilish musical image used on the label.

Upon my arrival to the 
Familia Mayol winery in 
Argentina, I was welcomed 
by the matriarch Liliana Mayol 
herself, and was treated by 
her family to a beautiful, 
traditional feast, and such 
delicious wines. 

Visit vinotritono.com and 
familiamayol.com.
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Sabra KrocK  

sabra is a New york–based photographer specializing in food/

still life. Her passion for cooking (and eating!) is reflected in the 

photographs she takes. she enjoys working with chefs as well 

as cooking, styling, and shooting her own recipes or recipes of 

her clients. For more about sabra, please see her portfolio at 

sabrakrock.com.

HautePHotoHauteMiXoloGy

Felidia 
243 East 58th Street 
new York, nY 10022

Tel. 212.758.1479 
felidia-nyc.com

lidiasitaly.com 
blog.lidiasitaly.com

Lidia’s Pittsburgh 
1400 Smallman Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

Tel. 412.552.0150 
lidias-pittsburgh.com

Lidia’s Kansas City 
101 West 22nd Street 
kansas city, Mo 64108

Tel. 816.221.3722 
lidias-kc.com

Del Posto 
85 Tenth Avenue 
new York, nY 10011

Tel. 212.497.8090 
delpostonyc.com

Becco 
355 West 46th Street 
new York, nY 10036

Tel. 212.397.7597 
becco-nyc.com

Esca 
402 West 43rd Street 
new York, nY 10036

Tel. 212.564.7272 
esca-nyc.com

The caipirinha

Rocks Glass

2 oz. leblon cachaça 

1/2 lime 

2 tsp superfine sugar 

cut the lime into four wedges. Muddle the lime and sugar in a 

shaker. Fill the shaker with ice and add leblon cachaça. shake 

vigorously. serve in a rocks glass. Garnish with a slice of lime.

HauteaRt

HauteNotewoRtHy

The JameS Turrell muSeum, colomé, argenTina

with the new James turrell Museum of the Hess art collection in colomé, argentina, donald Hess combines his two passions:  

top-quality art and wine. located in the Hess Family estates, with sweeping views of the andean foothills, the museum is 

dedicated entirely to James turrell’s vast light installations. turrell ranks among the most influential light and space artists of our 

time and has been analyzing the various manifestations of natural and artificial light for over 50 years. Visit hesscollection.com.

made To TaSTe.com

Madetotaste.com is an online shopping destination that offers 

a curated selection of chef-created and chef-related products. 

imagine shopping in a chef’s pantry for food products, kitchen 

tools and accessories, and cookbooks! Madetotaste.com also 

features chef demonstration videos, recipes, and wine and 

cocktail pairings. 

abouT leblon 

cachaça (ka-sHaH-sa), the third most-

consumed spirit in the world, is made from 

fresh-pressed cane juice fermented and 

distilled, and can only come from Brazil. leblon 

cachaça has a delicate, fruity nose, combined 

with an ultra smooth finish.






